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Radical Group Takes Aim at Landlords
and Others
Posted May 28, 2016 2:53 pm

Man in Life-Threatening Condition After
SF Mission Car Crash

A Gay Shame actor pretends to be a local landlord in a satirical street performance.
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Legendary Civil Rights Leader to Head SF
Carnaval

In a piece of public theater they called “Lights, Camera, Arson,” a group of activists known as “Gay
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Shame” dressed as satirized versions of landlords, tech workers, and newcomers to criticize
gentrification in the Mission District.

Balompie Café – Please Hurry Back!

Some 30 Gay Shame activists and others who had seen their poster announcing the event walked the
“Blood-red carpet” they had set up outside of the Vida apartments on Friday night and were
interviewed by an activist who pretended to be Hawk Ling Lou, the owner of the building at 22nd

Bar and Restaurant “Evil Eye” to Open in
Former Coco Frio...

and Mission streets that suffered a major fire in January 2015, displacing more than 60 people and
claiming one life.
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The performance also gave voice to a widespread rumor that the Mission and 22nd fire, and that
other recent structure fires in the Mission were intentionally set.
“I had a grand scheme to burn it down, because I do not want rent controlled units here,” the actor
said. ”I also plan to burn down the other 19 properties I own.”
An investigation into the 2015 fire at Mission and 22nd streets determined the origin to be an
electrical short in a third-floor wall. A Gay Shame activist, who declined to give a name because all
members of the group publicly speak only as “Mary,” was unconvinced.
“Arson is very hard to prove, is my understanding, even [for] the best investigator” she said.
The parade across the red carpet also included an “arsonist” that “Hawk Lou” pretended to interview
about hiring to rid the building of rent-controlled tenants. The “arsonist” presented a business card
touting their “pre-demolition services.”
Though several passers-by either watched and expressed their enthusiasm for the event or brought
their own costumes, one was dismayed at the severity of the accusations.
“It’s tragic that somebody lost their life, but accusing someone of murder is very serious, and I don’t
think it’s fair unless you’ve got the facts about that” said passerby and Mission resident Owen
Linzmayr. “They put air quotes around ‘arson,’ but there are no air quotes around ‘murder’ and all
the other words out here,” he said about the signs the activists had set up.
Erin McElroy, a longtime activist who works with the Anti-Eviction Mapping Project, considered the
street theater performance more in the realm of political satire.
“It’s good to get the community together in a theatrical and satirical way,” McElroy said,
underscoring the importance of doing so on a public sidewalk: “We’re losing public space, losing
access to public space.”
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Newcomers and political figures were particularly critically satirized. The cast included a “Bro to
Breakers” racer who stumbled across the red carpet in a drunken stupor purportedly brought on by
microbrew beers, a blonde-wigged depiction of the pro-development SF Bay Area Renters’
Federation figurehead Sonja Trauss, who answered every question with “higher density,” and a faux
Google employee who showed off her artisan coffee.
“I’m almost a native, because I’m from Brooklyn,” the “chef” said. The rapidly gentrifying borough of
New York is also Gay Shame’s origin.
Another Gay Shame activist, clad in a black shroud and wearing a mask of Lieutenant Governor
Gavin Newsom’s face, took to the carpet to stammer repeatedly about “jobs” and “the economy.”
“So you’re saying that tech is sucking your dick?” asked faux-Hawk Lou.
As for what’s to be done about the prevalence of fires or displacement in the district, Mary wasn’t
sure – the action was focused on raising awareness.
“I feel like there’s not a lot of attention being paid to these fires,” she said. “We’re more about
disruption.”

Signs and fake currency litter the sidewalk after Gay Shame’s departure
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A passerby briefly joins the episode of street theater

Gay Shame actors discuss hot menu items.

Gay Shame also took aim at the Alamo Drafthouse in critical street theater depictions.

An actor playing a local landlord pretends to drink from a gas can prop.

A red carpet emcee interviews an “arsonist.”

“I work for Google.’

“Hawk Lou” interviews “Gavin Newsom.”

A “Bro to Breakers” racer couldn’t keep it together at Gay Shame’s red carpet event.
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